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Abstract— Automatic affect analysis has become a well established research area in the last two decades. Recent works have
started moving from individual to group scenarios. However,
little attention has been paid to investigating how individuals in
a group influence the affective states of each other. In this paper,
we propose a novel framework for cross-subjects affect analysis
in group videos. Specifically, we analyze the correlation of the
affect among group members and investigate the automatic
recognition of the affect of one subject using the behaviours
expressed by another subject in the same group. A set of
experiments are conducted using a recently collected database
aimed at affect analysis in group settings. Our results show
that (1) people in the same group do share more information
in terms of behaviours and emotions than people in different
groups; and (2) the affect of one subject in a group can be
better predicted using the expressive behaviours of another
subject within the same group than using that of a subject
from a different group. This work is of great importance for
affect recognition in group settings: when the information of
one subject is unavailable due to occlusion, head/body poses
etc., we can predict his/her affect by employing the expressive
behaviours of the other subject(s).

it is possible to predict the affect of a subject automatically
using the behaviours expressed by the other subject(s) in the
same group. To address this hypothesis, this work proposes
the cross-subject affect analysis using a recently collected
dataset containing a number of group videos.
Pioneering works in this direction (i.e., cross-subject affect
analysis) have recently emerged in dyadic interaction settings
[13], [14]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there
are no works focusing on cross-subject affect analysis in
group (here group refers to more than 2 people) videos. In
this paper, we study the cross-subject affect analysis using
two approaches, i.e., correlation analysis of the emotions
expressed by the subjects and continuous affect prediction
using expressive behaviours of the subjects in group videos.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related
works are reviewed in Section 2; the proposed framework
is illustrated in Section 3; the experiments and results are
presented and discussed in Section 4; and conclusions and
future work are described in Section 5.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. R ELATED WORKS

Automatic affect analysis has attracted increasing attention
and has seen much progress in recent years across various
disciplines such as biology, psychology, neuroscience and
computer science [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Automatic affect
analysis aims to create a system capable of automatically
interpreting, understanding and responding to emotions and
moods displayed by humans, which has various applications
in very diverse areas such as human-computer interaction
[6], security [7], healthcare [8] and education [9].
Recent works in affective content analysis and affect
recognition fields have started focusing on the analysis of
naturalistic affect displayed and collected in more diverse
and complex scenarios, such as dyadic interactions [10] and
a group of people in a scene or involved in an interaction
[11], [12], which is more challenging due to various poses
of group members and the mutual influences among them.
During dyadic/group settings, individuals tend to adapt their
behaviours, i.e., synchronizing or mimicking their gestures
and expressions with the other individuals in the same
group/interaction. Such shared behaviours may help the
cross-subjects affect recognition, i.e., analyzing the affect
of a subject in a group using the behaviours of the other
subject(s) in the same group. Specifically, given the face that
the expressivity of subjects in a group is synchronized most
of the time (showing similar behaviours), we hypothesize
that (1) the affect of subjects in the same group are more
correlated than that of subjects across different groups; (2)

A. Affect analysis in group settings
Most of the existing works on affect analysis have been
carried out in individual settings. However, in the real world,
people are very often being with others, and interacting in
group settings. Some preliminary works have shown that
the degree of variation and effect between individual and
group settings is significant (e.g., differences in facial and
body behaviors, timing and dynamics) [15], [16]. Therefore,
in the past few years, a number of works have started
paying attention to affect analysis in group settings. Dhall
et al introduced a database named HAPPEI and inferred the
overall happiness mood intensities conveyed by a group of
people in static images in [12] and predicted the collective
valence level (i.e., positive, neutral and negative) in [17]. An
extended framework was introduced in [11] for recognizing
both the arousal (i.e., high, medium and low) and valence
(i.e., positive, neutral and negative) expressed by a group of
people in static images. In addition to the aforementioned
works, there are challenges organized in this field since
2016 [18], [19]. However, little attention has been paid to
analyzing the influences among individuals in a group in
terms of their affective states and expressive behaviours.
B. Non-verbal cues for affect analysis
Non-verbal behaviours are very important cues for affect analysis [20]. The most frequently used non-verbal
behaviours include facial expressions, gaze patterns, body
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T HE STIMULI VIDEOS LISTED WITH THEIR SOURCES ( VIDEO ID S ARE
STATED IN PARENTHESES AND USED TO REFER TO VIDEOS IN THE REST
OF THE PAPER ) AND THE VIDEO DURATIONS .
Movie
Duration/min
Descend (N1)
23:35
Mr. Bean (P1)
18:43
Batman the Dark Knight (B1)
23:30
Up (U1)
14:06
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(b) Predict the emotion of each individual based on the expressive
behaviour of the neighbouring subject. For example, predict the emotion of
subject 1 based on the behaviour of subject 2, while predict emotion of
subject 2 based on the behaviour of subject 1 or 3 etc. (we tested both).

Fig. 1.

An illustration of proposed framework.

motion and head movements [21], [22]. Despite various cues
and modalities used for affect analysis, the mainstream on
automatic affect recognition has mostly focused on facial
features [23]. Facial representations include geometric and
appearance representations. Facial geometric features are
used to represent the shape of facial components and the
location of facial salient points, such as the shape of mouth
and eyes and the location of corners of a person’s mouth and
eye brown [24], while appearance features can represent the
texture of the face such as wrinkles and furrows [3]. As this
work aims at studying the cross-subject affect analysis, and
not finding the best feature for affect analysis, the commonly
used facial appearance features are utilized.
III. T HE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
We propose a framework for the analysis of valence and
arousal of each individual in group videos across subjects.
Our goal is to investigate (1) whether the affect of subjects in
the same group is more correlated than that of subjects across
different groups and (2) whether the affect of a subject can be
better predicted using the behaviours (e.g., facial behaviours)
expressed by another subject in the same group than using
the behaviours expressed by a subject from a different group.
The proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) and (b).
Specifically, in this work, we explore the abovementioned
problem in a pair-wised manner. More specifically, we focus
on analyzing the affect of a subject using the neighbouring
subject in the same group and the randomly paired subjects
from two different groups. For example, as shown in Fig.
1, that is to predict the affect of subject 1 using the facial
behaviours expressed by subject 2. For comparison purpose,
we also provide the predicted affect of a subject using the
facial behaviours expressed by a randomly selected subject in
a different group. The details of the framework is presented
below under four sections.

A. Data
We utilize a database collected to study affect analysis
in group settings while each group (i.e., four participants)
were watching a number of long movie segments. Four
long movie segments (duration of each longer than 14 mins
and smaller than 24 mins) were used as stimuli, details of
which are provided in Table I. Twelve participants (7 females
and 5 males) from 8 different countries, aged between 25
and 38 were recorded while watching these movies. They
were arranged into three groups with four participants in
each group watching all of the four videos listed in Table I
together. A representative frame from the database is shown
in Fig. 1 (a).
The annotation was conducted by human labelers, three
researchers who are experienced with affect analysis. Independent observer annotations were obtained by using an inhouse affect annotation interface that requires the labelers
to scroll a bar between a range of continuous values (0.5 and 0.5). The labelers were asked to give one label
for valence and one label for arousal for every 20 seconds
starting from the beginning of each recording (e.g., the
interval for 00:00∼00:20 min, 00:21∼00:40 min etc). The
labeler annotated arousal and valence separately to avoid
the confusion between these two dimensions; the 20-second
recordings were played in a random order to each labeler;
each labeler was asked to observe the visual behaviors
without hearing any audio and rate a single annotation for
each 20-second recording along either arousal or valence
dimension. Each of the labelers annotated all of the video
segments, which means that each video segment obtained
three annotations from all of the three labelers.
B. Facial feature extraction
Intraface [25] was used to detect all faces in the videos
and 49 facial points were obtained for each face. Due to
illumination and head pose variations in such a naturalistic
scenario, it is difficult to detect all faces. As a result, manual
inspection showed that 96% of faces were detected for this
dataset.
Quantised Local Zernike Moments (QLZM) [26] is a recently introduced appearance representation for automatic affect prediction. Quantised Local Zernike Moments (QLZM)
facial representation outperformed other facial and body
representations in [16]. Therefore, in this work, we use
QLZM for facial representation. After faces are detected,
QLZM [26] are obtained from the local patch around
each facial landmark point as the appearance representation.

QLZM is used as a low-level representation that is extracted
by first calculating local Zernike Moments (ZMs) in the
neighbourhood of each pixel of the input image. Then
the accumulated local features are converted into position
dependent histograms. Each ZM coefficient describes the
texture variation at a unique scale and orientation. Once the
ZMs are computed for all pixels, the QLZM descriptors are
obtained by quantising all ZM coefficients around a pixel
into a single integer. In this way, the frame-level based facial
appearance feature is extracted.
C. Correlation analysis of emotions
To investigate whether the affect of subjects in the same
group is more correlated than that of subjects across different
groups, we start our analysis from the ground truth level,
i.e., the emotion label obtained by averaging the labels from
the three human labelers. We utilize Pearson’s Correlation
Coefficient (PCC) and Concordance Correlation Coefficient
(CCC) [27] as the evaluation methods. CCC combines the
PCC with the square difference between the means:
ρc =

2ρσx σy
σx2 + σy2 + (µx − µy )2

(1)

where ρ is the PCC between the ground truth and prediction,
σx2 and σy2 are the variance, and µx and µy are the mean
of ground truth and prediction respectively. In this way, the
predictions that are correlated well with the ground truth but
are shifted and penalized by the deviation.
The correlation of subjects in one group between neighbours are first calculated, which are denoted as Cii , where
i denotes the group of the subject from, and i = 1, 2, 3, 4;
and then that of subjects across different groups are denoted
as Cij , where i, j denote the group of the subject from and
i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, i 6= j.
D. Automatic affect prediction
The automatic analysis is designed in the same way as the
correlation analysis. It is divided into two parts, i.e., (1) to
predict the affect of one subject using the facial behaviours
expressed by the neighbouring subject, which is referred to
as fii , where i denotes the group of the subject from, and
i = 1, 2, 3, 4; and (2) to predict the affect of one subject
using the facial behaviours of a randomly selected subject
from the other groups, which is referred as fij , where i, j
denote the group of the subject from and i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4,
i 6= j. fij is randomly paired for 10 times for each subject.
We utilize Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [28] and
facial QLZM feature for affect regression as shown in Fig.
2. LSTM is one of the state-of-the-art temporal modeling
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the affect analysis approach using LSTM. (a) Input
sequence, the 20-seconds clip. (b) Frame-level features are extracted. (c)
Features extracted from every frame are fed into a one-layer LSTM with
128 hidden states. (d) Affect prediction results obtained.

methods. LSTM is trained using the frame-level facial features and take each 20-seconds clip as a sequence as shown
in Fig. 2, which is implemented on PyTorch platform [29].
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Experiments
1) Data: Group videos from four groups are used in
the experiments. Four movies were watched by four groups
and in total there should have been 16 sessions (4 movies
x 4 groups). One session refers to the recording of one
group watching one movie. Unfortunately, one session was
corrupted, and there are 15 sessions left, i.e., three groups
with recordings of people watching four movies (N1, P1, B1
and U1) and one group with recordings of people watching
three movies (B1, N1 and U1). For each session, 20-seconds
clips in line with the annotations labeled are utilized. The
number of the 20-second clips from different sessions varies
with the length of the movies, i.e., 70 clips for N1, 70
for B1, 56 for P1 and 42 for U1. As a result, the total
number of clips we use in our experiments is (70(B1) ×
4(4subjects) × 4(4movies)) + (70(N 1) × 4(4subjects) ×
4(4groups)) + (56(P 1) × 4(4subjects) × 3(3groups)) +
(42(U 1) × 4(4subjects) × 4(4groups)) = 3584.
2) Evaluation metrics: The experimental results of affect
regression is evaluated with the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC) and Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC).
B. Experimental results and analysis
1) Correlation analysis of emotions: These correlation
results for both Cii and Cij along arousal and valence dimensions are presented in Table II. The correlation of subjects
across different groups are paired randomly. Specifically, for
each subject, we randomly select a subject from the other
three groups to pair with. We randomly selected all pairs for
10 times and the average of this is reported in Table II. We
can see that the affect of neighbouring subjects in the same
group are much more correlated (i.e., 0.500 and 0.531 in
terms of CCC along arousal and valence respectively) than

TABLE II
PCC AND CCC OF SUBJECTS IN ONE GROUP BETWEEN NEIGHBOURS ( A
PAIR - WISE WAY ) AND

PCC AND CCC OF SUBJECTS ACROSS DIFFERENT
10 TIMES )
Arousal
Valence
PCC
CCC
PCC
CCC
0.537
0.500
0.578
0.531
0.365
0.319
0.358
0.325

GROUPS ( AVERAGE OF RANDOMLY PAIRED FOR

Dimensions
Cii
Cij

TABLE IV
R ECOGNITION RESULTS OBTAINED WITH fij ( RANDOMLY SELECTED
PAIRS ACROSS DIFFERENT GROUPS ) ALONG BOTH AROUSAL AND
VALENCE IN TERMS OF PCC AND CCC. A LL PAIRS ARE RANDOMLY
SELECTED FOR 10 TIMES AND THE AVERAGE ACROSS ALL SUBJECTS IS
REPORTED . T HE STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE ( P - VALUE ) BETWEEN fii
AND fij IS ALSO PRESENTED IN PARENTHESES . * REFERS TO p < 0.05
AND

Dimensions

TABLE III
T HE RECOGNITION RESULTS IN TERMS OF PCC AND CCC ALONG BOTH
AROUSAL AND VALENCE DIMENSION FOR NEIGHBOURS IN ONE GROUP

(fii ) AND RANDOMLY PAIRED ACROSS GROUPS (fij ). T HE
SIGNIFICANCE TEST ( P - VALUE ) IS REPORTED BETWEEN fii AND fij .

Dimensions
fii
fij
fii > fij

Arousal
PCC
CCC
0.469
0.384
0.301
0.232
p < 0.01
p < 0.01

Valence
PCC
CCC
0.531
0.440
0.321
0.257
p < 0.01
p < 0.01

that of randomly paired subjects across different groups (i.e.,
0.319 and 0.325 in terms of CCC along arousal and valence
respectively).
2) Automatic affect prediction: The recognition results
of fii and fij and the significance test (p − value) for
comparison of fii and fij are provided in Table III. And the
detailed results of the 10 times pairing are presented in Table
IV. We can clearly see that the prediction results obtained
with fii (i.e., 0.384 and 0.440 in terms of CCC along arousal
and valence respectively) are significantly better than that
obtained with fij (i.e., 0.232 and 0.257 in terms of CCC
along arousal and valence respectively). The possible reason
is that people in the same group share some facial behaviours,
that contributes to the affect prediction in line with our
hypothesis. As a result, when the expressive behaviours of
a subject is not available due to occlusion or head poses
which are challenging for affect analysis in group settings,
the behaviours expressed by the other subject(s) can be used
for the affect prediction of that subject.

1
fij
2
fij
3
fij
4
fij
5
fij
6
fij
7
fij
8
fij
9
fij
10
fij

** REFERS TO p < 0.01.

Arousal
PCC
CCC
0.309(**)
0.232(**)
0.320(**)
0.265(**)
0.308(**)
0.240(**)
0.271(**)
0.212(**)
0.307(**)
0.246(**)
0.346(**)
0.281(**)
0.296(**)
0.225(**)
0.287(**)
0.202(**)
0.293(**)
0.211(**)
0.268(**)
0.204(**)

Valence
PCC
CCC
0.354(**)
0.272(**)
0.307(**)
0.238(**)
0.297(**)
0.258(**)
0.316(**)
0.271(**)
0.279(**)
0.231(**)
0.292(**)
0.224(**)
0.332(**)
0.228(**)
0.360(**)
0.316(*)
0.295(**)
0.227(**)
0.375(**)
0.304(**)

than that predicted using the behaviours of a subject in a
different group. This is possibly due to the fact that people
in the same group share some information and are influenced
by each other in terms of facial behaviours and emotions.
Consequently, this is expected to help address one of the
main challenges for affect analysis in group settings, i.e.,
inability to predict facial affect due to occlusion among
subjects or due to head pose variations. Specifically, when
the information of one subject is unavailable, we can predict
the affect of that subject based on the expressive behaviours
of the other subject(s).
Although the experiments reported in this paper have
been conducted in an audience context (participants watching
movies), the proposed method can be applied to other settings, including human-robot and human-human interactions.
Despite the promising results obtained, the impact of other
signals such as social context, better feature representations
and learning methods need to be investigated further.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we proposed a framework to investigate the
cross-subject affect analysis in group videos. We conducted
a set of experiments using a recently collected database that
aims to study affect analysis with a group of people watching
stimuli movies. The experimental results show that (1) the
affect of subjects in the same group is more correlated than
that of subjects across different groups and (2) the affect
of a subject predicted using facial behaviours expressed by
the other subject in the same group is significantly better
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